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“To be a passionate global leader of innovative measurement solutions by providing

premium testing equipment and unsurpassed services to our valued customers and

partners.”

After many successful years in the leak testing industry, in 2007 ATEQ decided to broaden its pressure testing technologies

into the automotive world based on the new rising mandated technology of tire pressure sensors.  ATEQ TPMs developed

a range of TPM (Tire Pressure Monitoring) sensor testing tools.  These tools are used by both assembly lines and tire repair

shops to activate and program sensors, read their battery life and determine the tire’s pressure and temperature.  ATEQ

TPMs tools are sold by a variety of automotive tool distributors and can be seen in magazines and trade shows around the

world.     ateq-tpms.com

MissiON

ABOuT ThE COMPANy

LEAk TEsTiNg
ATEQ began in France in 1975 with developing, designing and manufacturing leak testers for industrial manufacturing

industries including automotive, medical, electronics, appliances and packaging. in product development laboratories and

production lines, any small part defect can cause the part to not meet its airtightness requirements-this is where leak testing

for quality control comes into play.  For example, for a smartphone that claims to be waterproof, it is necessary to thoroughly

test the phone to make sure no water will be able to enter any of the phone’s openings.  Most of ATEQ’s instruments use

pressure decay leak testing technology which pumps compressed air into the application, measures the pressure, and then

measures it again to see if there was a pressure drop-which would signify a leak.  By measuring an application’s leak rate,

it can then be determined if the product passes or fails the leak test, based on precalculated testing specifications.     
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TPMs 

ATEQ didn’t stop at the automotive industry.  in 2008, ATEQ added another new division to the ATEQ group, ATEQ

Aviation, making ATEQ a worldwide manufacturer of aviation test equipment for all types of aircraft in hangars, tarmacs or

labs including: automated Pitot-static (ADsE) testers and adaptors, bonding/loop resistance testers and battery

charger/analyzers.  ATEQ’s flagship Pitot-static testers connect to the pitot tubes and static ports on an aircraft, simulating

flying conditions to test the accuracy of the pressure dependent on-board flight equipment such as anemometers,

variometers, pressure sensors and air data calculators.     ateq-aviation.com

“Our goal is to provide the finest quality products

and services to customers and to do this more

efficiently and economically than our competitors.”

“Tomorrow’s success, like that of yesterday, is

the fruit of the dynamism and creativity of the

men and women in our company.”
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